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ACADEMIC WRITING 
 
One of the objects of any Higher Education programme is to enable successful students to express themselves well. 
One of the complaints made by tutors about students is that ‘They can’t write English!’ One of the complaints made 
against tutors is that ‘They don’t teach us how to write English!’ 

• Style is the expression of personality. All mature writers have their own – recognisable – way of saying things. 

• Thought and expression are inseparable. What you think controls how you say it; and only you think in your way. 

• One purpose of academic writing is to explore new thoughts, and therefore new expressions. The act of writing – 
of exploring – helps you to think. Each academic subject develops its own way of writing, to deal with its own 
special demands. 

• Written style is a matter of taste. Some academic colleagues will disagree with some of the advice in this leaflet – 
and others will agree. 

So it is true to say that one cannot be taught how to write – one can only learn. Tutors and other coaches can guide 
and help you; but the central truth is that you will evolve and develop your own ability to write.   

Having said that, guidance and help is always available. In academic writing, you must strike a balance between being 
personal in your style (and individual in your thought) and following the conventions of academic writing as there are 
rules. 
 
There are six general principles followed by a miscellaneous collection of more detailed advice about ‘good’ writing 
in academic circles. 

General Principles 

1. First, observe your models. In academic work, you will be constantly reading. The academic texts that you 
read are written in the sort of style in which you should be writing. It is believed that style develops chiefly 
through mimicry. Imitate your texts. Imitate your tutors. You will hear it said – as a criticism – that someone 
“talks like a book.” That is a fair criticism of spoken language, but when in doubt about your written style, do 
try to “write like a book.” 

2. Secondly, consider your readers. All writers should do this. In the case of students, imagine your Tutor 
reading your assignment. Is it going to please or impress her or him? (Even more basically, will he or she 
understand it?) 

(Don’t forget that although you are writing ‘to be read’, you have another purpose: to show that 
 you deserve a degree. So you should also ask yourself “Is this assignment going to say 
‘Look  how clever I am; look how much I know’?” – always bearing in mind that this 
knowledge should be relevant to the job in hand.) 

3. Thirdly, aim to sound like an authority. Your personal opinion does not matter in the course of academic studies 
– except when it is demanded by the nature of the assignment given, and the subject you are studying. In 
Literature or Music, for example, it may be appropriate at times to give an account of one’s own responses; 
and if you are to ‘reflect on’ your experience or learning, then your personal experience is unavoidable – 
indeed, it is the point of your assignment. The danger here, of course, is that you may not be an authority. 
Undergraduates – particularly in their first year – risk sounding pompous (and/or wrong) if they claim too 
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much. But your aim must be to write as if what you are saying is the truth – because it is the truth, i.e. factual 
and provable. If it is not factual and provable, you must admit that this is the case. 

 

4. This is where the fourth point arises. Academic writing is careful to include doubts and limitations. Carefully 
chosen examples of ideas that disagree with what you are saying, or expressions of why you are not telling the 
whole truth, are part and parcel of academic evidence. Phrases like “for the purposes of this essay, the limited 
definition of … will be used” and “the examples used in this short essay are limited to…” also make an 
academic point. 

5. Fifthly, you should be careful to support everything you say with evidence. In real life, of course, this is 
impossible – and unnecessary: you do not need to explain what ‘gold’ is, or who Shakespeare was. Once 
again, there is a question of balance in writing. In all subjects, there is a point of balance between what you 
should explain and what you should assume your reader knows. 

(This balance changes with the level of study, of course. The whole point of a first year assignment might be 
to demonstrate that the student understands the thinking behind a concept; but a postgraduate Dissertation 
might take the same concept for granted, and not explain it at all.) 

6. Here we come to the vexed question of referencing. At first sight, this is an obvious difference between 
academic and other kinds of writing. Very few novels have any notes; very few academic texts are without 
them. When you write an academic assignment, be sure you have a source for every important fact or idea that 
you use. Then make sure that the assessor can check that source, by saying where you find it. It is very 
irritating to a busy marker to have to check a fact without knowing where to check it.  

Miscellaneous Tips and Details 
 
• Write in the third person (‘it’, ‘he’, ‘they’ etc.). Avoid the first person (‘I’, ‘me’, ‘my’ etc.) – particularly in the 

singular. Equally, the use of the second person (‘you’, etc) is to be avoided.4 

If your assignment is to write a reflective piece of work, or some sort of account of your own experience, of 
course, ignore this advice. As always, writers must make their own decisions. 

• Don’t give orders – don’t write in the imperative mood - unless you are training to be a teacher.5 

• Avoid the use of questions. You may know the answer: does your reader? It’s much safer to tell her, or him. Or 
them. 

• Do not become entangled in the problems of ‘sexist’ language. It is much easier to write in the plural. “Students 
should check their work” is good English. “A student should check - ” is also good English, but now the problems 
begin: “- her work”? “- his work”? Which? You can write “his or her”, but that seems clumsy. Stick to the plural. 

• If you must refer to yourself, third person formulae such as “The present writer would recommend that…” may 
be useful. 

• Use the full forms of words and phrases, not contractions like “he’s”, “don’t”, etc. Keep the apostrophe to indicate 
possession – and use it correctly.  

• Use words with precision. 

• Use as few words as you can; but use enough words to express your meaning as fully as you can. Your judgment 
of what is appropriate here is part of what you should learn throughout your course. 

• Avoid lazy words such as ‘nice’. It is usually better to say “acquire” or “obtain” than “get”; and it may be better, if 
you mean ‘through the use of money’, to say “purchase” or – better still – “buy”. 
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• A short word like “buy” is better than a long one like “purchase” – unless the long one is more accurate.  

• Proof-read with care. Ask someone else to help – you may be too close to your work to be able to see your 
mistakes. 

• Write in complete sentences, with no grammatical errors. 

• You will often sound more academic if you include doubts in your work – and qualifications. “Within the scope of 
this essay, the current writer cannot hope to cover all the possible implications of the question.” 

• In this context, the use of litotes sounds very academic. This is the construction where a writer uses a negative 
with a negative adjective, e.g. “It is not unlikely that…” This does not mean the same as “It is probable that…”. It 
has a shade of meaning and qualification that can be useful to academic writers. 

• If in doubt, choose the more formal, or possibly just the more old-fashioned, of two words. For example, say 
quotation rather than quote whenever you mean the use of somebody else’s words. 

 
Develop an academic vocabulary. The ‘long words’ you learn in the course of your studies are long usually because 
they have more precise meanings than their less formal equivalents. They are therefore better when you want to be 
accurate. (Also they allow you to sound like someone who deserves a degree.) 

• Do not, however, despise short, workmanlike and effective plain English words. If they mean what you want to 
say. Accurately. 

• Avoid the use of humour in academic writing – unless you are very sure of yourself. 

• Even when you are not being funny, avoid the use of irony or sarcasm. 

• Paragraphs in academic English should contain more than one sentence. (Short paragraphs look as if you are 
writing for a tabloid newspaper - or a simple Guide!) The average academic book runs to two or three paragraphs 
per page. Look at the books in your subject, and get a feel for how long your own paragraphs should be when you 
are imitating the academic style. 

• Use the word that more in formal writing than most of us do in speech - particularly after such verbs of utterance 
as to say, to report, to think etc. It can help to make your writing much clearer. 

• When you use abbreviations, other than the conventional ones like “e.g.”, “et al.” etc., write out the formal title in 
full the first time you use it; and put the abbreviation in brackets after it, for example “the meeting in Cabinet 
Office Briefing Room A (COBRA).” After that, you can use the abbreviation throughout the essay – “there was a 
COBRA meeting again the following week.” 
Once again, you have to exercise judgment. In Media Studies there is no need to explain what “BBC” means. But 
if you are writing a business report for foreign readers, it might be sensible to say what E.C.G.D. stands for. 

Finally, the writer will attempt to demonstrate his command of the academic style by using a quotation. When he 
gave his six rules of style, George Orwell finished with “Break any of these rules rather than say anything 
outright barbarous”. 
The same applies to anything in this leaflet. 
 


